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Controlled release of stored pulses in a double quantum-well structure
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It has been well established that a light pulse propagating through a medium composed of three-level atoms in the Λ
configuration, suitably driven by another auxiliary field, can be stopped and latter released in a controlled way (see Ref. [1]).
The process may be interpreted either in terms of inducing transient Raman coherence between two lover atomic states or by
considering an adiabatic evolution of the so-called dark state polariton. Storage and retrieval of weak probe fields have been
reported in EIT based cold atomic clouds [2], thermal gases [3] as well as in solid media. Other multilevel scheme such as
double-Lambda, tripod [4] and inverted-Y atomic systems [5] has also been considered.
The control of light propagation in a variety of semiconductor-based systems using different physical mechanisms has been
successfully demonstrated. These include slow light by coherent population oscillation (CPO) in semiconductor quantum wells
(QWs) [6,7,8]. In this work we analyze the possibility of optical and voltage-controlled light storage and retrieval of optical
pulses in an asymmetric double quantum-well structure driven by a coherent control field and a weak probe field where
transparency can be achieved through two different mechanisms: via electromagnetically
induced transparency and/or via vacuum induced coherence arsing from Fano-type
interferences.
We analyze the feasibility of such a process by considering a semiconductor structure formed
by several periods of a n-doped double QW structure schematically depicted in Fig 1. This
structure has been previously analysed in Ref. [9] and it consists of two quantum wells that are
separated by a narrow barrier. The system can be modelled by means of a four-level system
where |1> and |2> are the ground state of the deep well and the first excited state of the
shallow well, respectively. The states |3> and |4> are the result of mixing the ground state of
the shallow well and the first excited state of the deep well when considered isolated each
other. The use of an auxiliary control field together with the possibility to manipulate externally
the splitting of the upper levels allows to transfer the electromagnetic excitation into a certain
combination of coherences. The system may operate in different regimes according to the
writing-reading protocol of the control parameters.
Figure 2(a)/(b) displays the temporal variation of the
control parameters/modulus of the incoming pulse.
The pulse is stored in the medium by allowing for the
simultaneous change of the upper level splitting and
the control field. The pulse is stopped inside the
medium and is released by changing the upper level
splitting while keeping constant the control field.
Another pulse is released from the medium by turning
on later in time the control field.
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